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Today's complex selling environment has altered the definition of what it takes to be truly successful. Companies need to do more, more, more: grow more revenue, add more customers, and utilize more marketing channels. Sales performance consultants Mark Marone and Seleste Lunsford, and the team at AchieveGlobal, identified 17 business-to-business (B2B) and business-to-consumer (B2C) organizations from various industries that have successfully and aggressively pursued and implemented cutting-edge global solutions to these issues. They then conducted in-depth phone and face-to-face research with 150 individuals from the high-performing sales organizations, including Marriott International, HP, Office Depot, Sprint PCS, Yellow Book USA, Ingersol Rand, Fuji-Xerox, and TD Waterhouse. 

Strategies That Win Sales goes beyond the nuts and bolts of sales process books by identifying higher-level challenges, including how to:

	Segment customers.
	Align a sales force with today's more sophisticated and knowledgeable customers.
	Extend multichannel strategies, including distributors, e-commerce, teleselling, and face-to- face selling.
	Implement e-commerce, customer relationship management, and sales force automation.
	Train salespeople to be competitive and grow revenue in this new business environment. 


The book's narrative format contains examples, cutting-edge solutions, case studies, and quotations from participating companies, as well as trends and predictions for the future.
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Practical Computer Vision Applications Using Deep Learning with CNNs: With Detailed Examples in Python Using TensorFlow and KivyApress, 2018

	
		
			
				Deploy deep learning applications into production across multiple platforms. You will work on computer vision applications that use the convolutional neural network (CNN) deep learning model and Python. This book starts by explaining the traditional machine-learning pipeline, where you will...
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The Nonverbal Advantage: Secrets and Science of Body Language at Work (Bk Business)Berrett-Koehler Publishers, 2008
The workplace is a "blink" world. Studies show we form opinions of one another within 7 seconds of meeting, and that 93% of the message people receive from us has nothing to do with what we actually say. Good nonverbal communication skills are therefore a huge professional advantage. Author Carol Kinsey Goman combines the latest research...
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Pro Scalable .NET 2.0 Application DesignsApress, 2005

	We feel that many designers and architects lack an understanding of how to use Microsoft

	technology to build and implement large enterprise solutions. Far too often we have found

	architects shivering at the thought of building mission-critical systems based on this technology—

	not because they have tried and...
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Focus on Advanced English: CAE Grammar Practice With Pull-Out KeyLongman Publishing Group, 1999
This workbook is designed to accompany "Focus on Advanced English CAE", providing thorough grammar practice, supplementary vocabulary exercises and regular progress tests. The 14 units in the workbook correspond to each unit in the parent text, providing students with further practice in the grammar and vocabulary necessary at this level....
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PMP® Exam Practice Test and Study Guide, Ninth Edition (ESI International Project Management Series)Auerbach Publications, 2013

	PMP® Exam: Practice Test and Study Guide, Ninth Edition uses self-study to help readers increase their chances of passing the PMP certification exam the first time. This spiral-bound edition includes 40 multiple-choice practice questions in each of the ten knowledge areas and in the...
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Governance as Leadership: Reframing the Work of Nonprofit BoardsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Turn back the clock to 1986. One of the authors had an audience with a then education editor of the New York Times as part of a larger effort to kindle media interest in a study this researcher had just launched on college boards of trustees. Less than five minutes into the presentation, the editor interrupted to proclaim,“Governance is a...
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